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Ashutosh Mishra 
A d v o c a t e  
Driven by a fervent dedication to the legal profession, I am poised to seize the opportunity as an
Associate, positioning myself under the mentorship of a seasoned and accomplished lawyer. My
robust legal acumen, fused with an unwavering commitment to upholding justice, fuels my
eagerness to cultivate profound growth through practical experiences. With a relentless pursuit of
excellence, I am resolute in my aspiration to make a meaningful impact within the legal arena, while
finely honing my skills under the tutelage of a true industry luminary.

Experience

- As an Intellectual Property Intern, I delved deep into the world of intellectual property
law, gaining practical insights and experience.
- This internship provided a unique blend of legal knowledge and hands-on learning,
fostering a robust foundation in various facets of Intellectual Property protection.
- Collaborating closely with a seasoned senior attorney, I actively participated in projects
spanning Research, Analysis, Documentation, Filing, and direct Client Interaction.
- This experience significantly enriched my understanding and prepared me for a
successful career in the dynamic domain of Intellectual Property.

- As a Civil Law intern, I had the distinct privilege of working closely with seasoned expert
Mr. Sharad Pathak.
- This internship offered invaluable insights into the practical applications of civil law
principles and immersed me in real-world cases and legal research.
- Guided by Mr. Pathak's mentorship, I engaged in drafting legal documents, conducting
research, assisting in client consultations, and observing courtroom proceedings.
- This immersive experience is poised to significantly shape and elevate my legal career
trajectory.
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Internship

Internship

February 2023 - March 2023

August 2022 - September 2022

May 2021 - June 2021

Advocate Mohit Kalyani l Lucknow

Advocate Sharad Pathak l High Court, Lucknow

Advocate Sharad Pathak l High Court, Lucknow

University of Lucknow

Lucknow Public College

LL.B.(Hons)
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2023

2016
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2014

High School
Lucknow Public College

Counter Filing
February 2022 - Present 
Founder-Director | Vyakriti Foundation
- Nonprofit organization dedicated to fostering empowerment, education, and innovation
- Vision of a world where education bridges gaps, innovation sparks progress, and
communities thrive
- Initiatives aimed at empowering individuals and creating a brighter future for all

- Throughout this internship, I closely collaborated with Mr. Sharad Pathak, a renowned
service matter advocate, as well as skilled paralegals and legal experts.
- I actively contributed to real cases and projects, gaining hands-on experience.
- This internship offered practical exposure to applying civil law principles.
- I excelled in legal research and precise document drafting, significantly deepening my
grasp of civil law's practical applications.

2023 - 2024

Post Graduation Diploma - IPR
National law school India University,
Bangalore


